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About Us









Choice Building inspections, a company that has been established to save you from any unwanted damage or loss. Building inspection is not an expense, but it is an investment. We are here to asses you with what property is the right choice for you. Find out all the hidden repairs and expenses before you invest in a property.





















Honesty and devotion is our mission. We have a team if experts who know what exactly is to be done. 









We believe in specialization




We believe in specialization and are working only on building inspections; rather being involved in repairs and maintenance. Our expert inspectors are experienced and keen to work for your good.
















We believe in customer satisfaction









We believe in customer satisfaction. Moving forward with a vision to make the customers take the right decision. Property buying is a huge investment. We aim to inspect every corner of the place to give a reality check about the place. You matter at Choice Building Inspections.
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Building inspection might seem as a burdened expense that is unnecessary.  However, you are mistaken. We at business inspection believe it is fore-most important for every individual to get their properties inspected before investing. We inspect homes, hotels, restaurants, buildings, factories, and much more.














Case Studies











We provide written narratives and guarantee reports claiming every small expense or problem that you may need to spent on. We have a team of licensed engineers, contractors and professional inspectors who can provide you with expert advice and authentic report.





Learn More










We have an amazing customer service that will catch your attention. Our team at the customer care is compassionate, knowledgeable, and courteous to listen to your demands. We listen to what you need, and follow the inspection in our way with the latest technological equipment.





Learn More
















	Importance of Building Inspections and Things Covered During Themby DominiqueRyan
December 27, 2022
Constructing evaluations are a bi-annual task for the majority of the landlords as it can assistance determine issues in the preliminary phases previously damages on a bigger range happens.




These evaluations are typically carried out by a participant of the upkeep group or by the homeowner themselves however at various other times, it’s required to have them carried out by an expert such as when you most likely to purchase a house or think about offering your house to ensure that you might understand real worth of your home in addition to any type of expensive damages that might be concealed far from the nude eye.




Common industrial constructing evaluation is done yearly and in smaller sized structures, such as houses, can be done more frequently. The checking celebration files all breakdowns and inconsistencies and records them to the residential or commercial home supervisor or landlord for additional activity. Typically the within /beyond constructing is examined in addition to the premises of the structures. Below ground garages, fire systems, lift systems, home heating and cooling down systems, pipes, electric, mechanical, roofing system, vents, washing facilities, outdoors car vehicle auto car park and residential or commercial home boundary are a few of the aspects on an inspectors’ list.




Over the last years the constructing evaluation procedure has developed significantly. Stringent federal government policy determines the plans and accreditation demands of inspectors, primarily developed to reduce damages and avoid death. Lots of new innovations have turn up on the marketplace as well; the business are furnishing their inspectors with cutting-edge devices that assists them offer really comprehensive evaluation at a reduced set you back.




Among such innovations is an infrared picture video cam. It functions by spotting temperature level distinctions and can assistance identify issues in lots of locations.




The infrared video cam is a video game changer on lots of fronts and currently the constructing inspectors, specialists and upkeep team can all use this device to offer a far better solution. Although to run the video cam accreditation is needed, a thermographer can be employed to examine private locations that were determined by the upkeep workers.




Be it a leasing constructing, an industrial complicated or a commercial system – It’s the objective of every residential or commercial home proprietor to preserve and optimize the durability of their possessions. An Infrared check can assistance a business decrease funding expenses by precisely determining issue locations.
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How Do You Choose a Building Inspection Company?by DominiqueRyan
December 27, 2022
You have lastly discovered your home you have been searching for. The cost is correct and financial resources remain in purchase. However is your home deserving of buying? To prevent catastrophe it’s essential that you acquire the solutions of an expert independent and impartial constructing and insect evaluation solution. However how do you select a structure evaluation solution from the hundreds sprawled throughout the Web and different various other types of media. Well, as the supervisor of Activity Residential or commercial home Evaluations, I have directly carried out over 20,000 constructing evaluations and have definitely seen the great, the poor and the unsightly when it concerns constructing evaluation business and their records. Based upon my experience, I have put together what I think to be the leading 10 factors that ought to be thought about before appealing the solutions of any type of Constructing and Insect Evaluation Business.




No 1. Example Record
Ask to see a finished constructing evaluation record before reserving the evaluation. A genuine constructing evaluation business ought to have an example of their record on their website to be seen by prospective customers before reserving their constructing evaluation. The example record ought to be one that was really carried out throughout the constructing evaluation of a potential customers home and not a pointless dummy Example record that has not been filled up out or consists of every feasible situation for each various kind of home stuffed into the one record. The record ought to be really understandable and ought to not consist of tick and flick design boxes complied with by bit or no particular composed discourse. Where composed text was utilized it ought to constantly straight associate with the mistakes available as seen on your home you’re really buying. Lots of inspectors utilize common remarks that are just cut-and-paste to comprise a record.




No.2. A photo deserves 1000 words
The constructing record ought to constantly integrate a considerable quantity of photos plainly outlining the mistakes discovered. Whilst the text within the record ought to be remove and understandable, absolutely nothing discusses much far better compared to really aesthetically seeing the mistake available. The photos will frequently likewise integrate arrowheads, circled areas or extra composed text particularly indicating mistakes or products within the photos.




No 3. That the representative suggests
Self-reliance is critical if you want to get a genuine record. One would certainly believe it good sense not to ask the estate representative that they would certainly suggest to carry out a structure evaluation on the really home the representative is offering, yet it’s incredible the number of people do simply that. Lots of representatives have ended up being rather experienced at persuading their potential customers that they do not have a vested rate of passion in that you utilize for your constructing and insect evaluation. A typical ploy is to offer a prospective buyer with several cards from different business. This produces the impression of self-reliance. They desire you to think they do not care which you utilize and the cards offered are an arbitrary example of constructing evaluation business within the market. The reality is, the cards offered are all from constructing evaluation business that the representative understands will typically offer soft, free records on also the most awful of homes. You have to be notified of real problem of your home and not be drawn into the agent’s sales spiel.



















Interested in scheduling a consulting call?









Make your investments worth the money with Choice Building Inspection!
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PH (07) 4930 0768









WATTLEBANK, Queensland(QLD), 4704
45 Commercial Street LILLIMUR, Victoria(VIC), 3420
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